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QUESTION 1

Two teams are working together on different portions of an architecture and are using AWS CloudFormation to manage
their resources. One team administers operating system-level updates and patches, while the other team manages
application-level dependencies and updates. The Application team must take the most recent AMI when creating new
instances and deploying the application. What is the MOST scalable method for linking these two teams and
processes? 

A. The Operating System team uses CloudFormation to create new versions of their AMIs and lists the Amazon
Resource Names (ARNs) of the AMIs in an encrypted Amazon S3 object as part of the stack output section. The
Application team uses a cross-stack reference to load the encrypted S3 object and obtain the most recent AMI ARNs. 

B. The Operating System team uses CloudFormation stack to create an AWS CodePipeline pipeline that builds new
AMIs, then places the latest AMI ARNs in an encrypted Amazon S3 object as part of the pipeline output. The Application
team uses a cross-stack reference within their own CloudFormation template to get that S3 object location and obtain
the most recent AMI ARNs to use when deploying their application. 

C. The Operating System team uses CloudFormation stack to create an AWS CodePipeline pipeline that builds new
AMIs. The team then places the AMI ARNs as parameters in AWS Systems Manager Parameter Store as part of the
pipeline output. The Application team specifies a parameter of type SSM in their CloudFormation stack to obtain the
most recent AMI ARN from the Parameter Store. 

D. The Operating System team maintains a nested stack that includes both the operating system and Application team
templates. The Operating System team uses a stack update to deploy updates to the application stack whenever the
Application team changes the application code. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You are responsible for your company\\'s large multi-tiered Windows-based web application running on Amazon EC2
instances situated behind a load balancer. 

While reviewing metrics, you have started noticing an upwards trend for slow customer page load time. Your manager
has asked you to come up with a solution to ensure that customer load time is not affected by too many requests per 

second. 

Which technique would you use to solve this issue? 

A. Re-deploy your infrastructure using an AWS CloudFormation template. Configure Elastic Load Balancing health
checks to initiate a new AWS CloudFormation stack when health checks return failed. 

B. Re-deploy your infrastructure using an AWS CloudFormation template. Spin up a second AWS CloudFormation
stack. Configure Elastic Load Balancing SpillOver functionality to spill over any slow connections to the second AWS
CloudFormation stack. 

C. Re-deploy your infrastructure using AWS CloudFormation, Elastic Beanstalk, and Auto Scaling. Set up your Auto
Scaling group policies to scale based on the number of requests per second as well as the current customer load time. 

D. Re-deploy your application using an Auto Scaling template. Configure the Auto Scaling template to spin up a new
Elastic Beanstalk application when the customer load time surpasses your threshold. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which Auto Scaling process would be helpful when testing new instances before sending traffic to them, while still
keeping them in your Auto Scaling Group? 

A. Suspend the process AZ Rebalance 

B. Suspend the process Health Check 

C. Suspend the process Replace Unhealthy 

D. Suspend the process AddToLoadBalancer 

Correct Answer: D 

If you suspend Add To Load Balancer, Auto Scaling launches the instances but does not add them to the load balancer
or target group. If you resume the AddTo Load Balancer process. Auto Scaling resumes adding instances to the load
balancer or target group when they are launched. However, Auto Scaling does not add the instances that were
launched while this process was suspended. You must register those instances manually. Option A is invalid because
this just balances the number of CC2 instances in the group across the Availability Zones in the region Option B is
invalid because this just checks the health of the instances. Auto Scaling marks an instance as unhealthy if Amazon
CC2 or Clastic Load Balancing tells Auto Scaling that the instance is unhealthy. Option C is invalid because this process
just terminates instances that are marked as unhealthy and later creates new instances to replace them. 

 

QUESTION 4

A Security team requires all Amazon EBS volumes that are attached to an Amazon EC2 instance to have AWS Key
Management Service (AWS KMS) encryption enabled. If encryption is not enabled, the company\\'s policy requires the
EBS volume to be detached and deleted. A DevOps Engineer must automate the detection and deletion of unencrypted
EBS volumes. 

Which method should the Engineer use to accomplish this with the LEAST operational effort? 

A. Create an Amazon CloudWatch Events rule that invokes an AWS Lambda function when an EBS volume is created.
The Lambda function checks the EBS volume for encryption. If encryption is not enabled and the volume is attached to
an instance, the function deletes the volume. 

B. Create an AWS Lambda function to describe all EBS volumes in the region and identify volumes that are attached to
an EC2 instance without encryption enabled. The function then deletes all non- compliant volumes. The AWS Lambda
function is invoked every 5 minutes by an Amazon CloudWatch Events scheduled rule. 

C. Create a rule in AWS Config to check for unencrypted and attached EBS volumes. Subscribe an AWS Lambda
function to the Amazon SNS topic that AWS Config sends change notifications to. The Lambda function checks the
change notification and deletes any EBS volumes that are non-compliant. 

D. Launch an EC2 instance with an IAM role that has permissions to describe and delete volumes. Run a script on the
EC2 instance every 5 minutes to describe all EBS volumes in all regions and identify volumes that are attached without
encryption enabled. The script then deletes those volumes. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 5

You have been asked to de-risk deployments at your company. Specifically, the CEO is concerned about outages that
occur because of accidental inconsistencies between Staging and Production, which sometimes cause unexpected 

behaviors in Production even when Staging tests pass. You already use Docker to get high consistency between
Staging and Production for the application environment on your EC2 instances. 

How do you further de-risk the rest of the execution environment, since in AWS, there are many service components
you may use beyond EC2 virtual machines? 

A. Develop models of your entire cloud system in CloudFormation. Use this model in Staging and Production to achieve
greater parity. 

B. Use AWS Config to force the Staging and Production stacks to have configuration parity. Any differences will be
detected for you so you are aware of risks. 

C. Use AMIs to ensure the whole machine, including the kernel of the virual machines, is consistent, since Docker uses
Linux Container (LXC) technology, and we need to make sure the container environment is consistent. 

D. Use AWS ECS and Docker clustering. This will make sure that the AMIs and machine sizes are the same across
both environments. 

Correct Answer: A 

Only CloudFormation\\'s JSON Templates allow declarative version control of repeatably deployable models of entire
AWS clouds. 

Reference: https://blogs.aws.amazon.com/application-management/blog/category/Best+practices 
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